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Dear Friends,

Our 100th birthday is now less than a year away!  
In recognition of this major milestone, we’ve established  
the SAFS Centennial Boots in the Mud Fund (uw.edu/ 
giving/bootsinthemud). We plan for the fund to serve as  
a legacy—providing support to future undergraduate and  
graduate students to spend time in the field no matter  
their financial need. We have some wonderful opportunities for field research, such  
as the salmon camps in Bristol Bay, Alaska, but the ability of some students to make 
use of these facilities is constrained by cost—let’s work to change that!

Planning for our centennial events is now well underway. We will be holding a  
two-and-a-half day Bevan Symposium dedicated to the School—centered on what we 
have done over the last 100 years and what to expect for/from SAFS over the next 100 
years. This symposium, tentatively scheduled for 17–19 April 2019, is being organized 
by a committee led by Bill Karp (MS, 1975; PhD, 1982). It will include sessions on the 
biology and ecology of marine species, aquaculture, fisheries management, climate 
and the environment, and finally, the future of SAFS. We have established leadership 
groups for each session, consisting of faculty, staff, alums, friends, graduate students, 
and post-docs—the amount of energy being generated is tremendous—expect an  
unbelievable Bevan experience. 

At the time of writing, 23 SAFS stories have been posted on the news section of our 
website. These stories are by alums, old and relatively new, including folks who have 
made careers in academia, government service, non-governmental organizations, and 
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FRESHWATER SCIENCE Runs Deep  

natural resource extraction. As Gordon sees it, fresh-
waters probably have the most acute need among all 
ecosystem types to find ways to balance impacts by 
humans with our need for goods and services derived 
from then. He has been trying to find solutions to these 
types of problems as part of the work he is now doing 
in the Mekong. 

“I am currently gearing up for the start of our new 
Innovations at the Nexus of Food, Energy and Water 
project”, says Gordon. This $2.5 million NSF-funded 
project centers on generating and applying new  
science relating flood-pulse hydrology to food  
production and quality in the Mekong River and Tonle 
Sap Lake, Cambodia. Wild fish are a huge part of  
achieving nutritional needs in this region, but the  
ecosystem is going to change dramatically with  
ongoing large-scale hydropower development. The  
goal of this project is to establish relationships between 
timing and magnitude of flooding and the production 
and nutritional quality of the main food staples (fish 
and rice). Ultimately, the aim is to find hydropower 
operation scenarios that maximize ecosystem services 
while maintaining energy and economic output. 

In addition to the Mekong work, Gordon was  
instrumental in establishing the new UW Compound-
Specific Stable Isotope Facility. This facility takes food 
web and ecosystem ecology research at UW to the 
next level through stable isotope analysis of individual 
organic molecules like amino acids and fatty acids,  

SAFS researchers have studied freshwater 
ecosystems and habitats for many years. Professors 
Emeriti Jim Karr, Bob Naiman, Frieda Taub, and Bob 
Wismar are all preeminent scientists with rich legacies 
in freshwater research. SAFS continues this tradition 
with faculty members Julian Olden, Daniel Schindler, 
Tom Quinn, and Gordon Holtgrieve and their respec-
tive, collaborative research programs. 

Because Gordon is the most recent SAFS faculty hire 
in this area and one of the next generation of eminent 
freshwater scientists, I wanted to hear his perspective 
about the field and its future.

Gordon joined SAFS as an assistant professor in 
2013. He was among four faculty hired through the 
UW College of the Environment’s Freshwater Initiative, 
which promotes collaboration on freshwater science 
across the university. The other three hires were David 
Butman (Environmental and Forest Sciences and Civil 
and Environmental Engineering), Faisal Hossain (Civil 
and Environmental Engineering and UW-Tacoma), and 
Edward Kolodziej (Civil and Environmental Engineering 
and Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences, UW-Tacoma). 

Gordon says identifying just one or two major  
challenges facing conservation and management of 
freshwater environments is difficult because lakes, 
streams, and wetlands are subject to the full range of 
environmental problems. Freshwater systems hold 
legacies of pollution and impacts to ecosystems and 
species from damming, ongoing climate change, and 
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Tonle Sap Lake  
fishing village, 
Cambodia. 
Houses are built 
on stilts  
because the 
level of the lake 
changes by  
8–10 meters 
seasonally.
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Gordon exploring the local marine 
environment for crustaceans.

providing more detailed information than traditional 
bulk stable isotope analysis. 

Gordon frequently collaborates with fellow SAFS 
faculty: Julian Olden and Gordon are co-advising  
Rebeka Stilling, a MS student who started this fall. 
Daniel Schindler was Gordon’s PhD advisor, and they 
have a long history of working together. Currently, they 
are examining the presence and food-web dynamics 
of mercury in the Kuskokwim River system in Alaska. 
Tom Quinn and Gordon are working on a project that 
capitalizes on Tom’s long-term study of Hansen Creek, 
Lake Aleknagik, Alaska. After 20 years of Tom throwing 
salmon to one side of the stream, Gordon will use his 

past research experience in soil nutrient cycling to  
assess whether chronic nutrient enrichment from 
salmon measurably changes soil fertility.

Gordon emphasized the caliber of students SAFS 
attracts and the amazing research being done by those 
students, which is really second to none. With this in 
mind, one goal for SAFS is to grow the undergraduate  
curriculum in freshwater ecology. Gordon notes that 
most SAFS undergrads are marine-focused and get 
exposed to freshwater science only through their  
electives. He would like to see more undergrads  
come to SAFS focused on freshwater from the start—
and doing so at an integrated systems-level approach. 
The freshwater faculty see exposing students early in 
their academic careers to just how fundamental and 
integrative freshwater science is to people’s everyday 
lives as key to a well-rounded education.

Freshwater science has been a fundamental  
component of the SAFS program for decades, and  
with the UW hires through the Freshwater Initiative,  
we are experiencing a resurgence in our activities 
around freshwater. Gordon, Julian, Tom, Daniel,  
and I would love to hear your ideas and thoughts  
on how SAFS can continue leading the way in  
freshwater science.   n

Photo: Ben Popper

Julian Olden and 
Thiago Couto  
(PhD student)  
investigating the 
impacts of small 
hydropower  
(background) on 
Brazilian streams.

Photo: JD Olden
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CHROMOSOMES & GENES  
Spawned These Fateful Scenes 

Nearly 45 years have passed since Fred Utter and colleagues  
published the paper, “Biochemical genetic studies of fishes: Potentialities  
and limitations,” in 1974. Back then, the field of fisheries genetics was in 
its infancy with only a few laboratories across the globe, and those mostly 
studied the quantitative genetics of animal breeding. The authors of the 1974 
manuscript had a bold vision for the application of molecular genetic data 
in fisheries research and management. Now, in 2018, we are squarely in the 
genomics era with an unprecedented power to interrogate the genome,  
combined with an ever-increasing number of applications important for  
fisheries research and management. 

Fred is the longest-serving member of the affiliate faculty in the history  
of SAFS and probably one of the longest-serving faculty in any category.  
By the time of his first of many retirement parties, at the annual meeting of 
the American Fisheries Society in 1997, Fred’s impact through his students 
could already be seen by a hand-drawn family tree that spanned an entire 
wall of the conference room. With our 100-year anniversary upon us, it’s  
time take a look at his journey to SAFS and his role as the “mother” of  
applied fisheries genetics. 

Fred received a BS degree from the University of Puget Sound in 1954, 
only one year after intrepid investigators Crick and Watson figured out the 
structure of DNA. He started working at the US Bureau of Commercial  
Fisheries (precursor to the NMFS) at the Montlake Lab on immunological  
research on fishes in 1959. Fred took a sabbatical to obtain a PhD (1969) 
from the University of California Davis. 

The beginnings of molecular genetics occurred in the late 1960s, and Fred 
emerged from Davis with The Vision. He joined the then College of Fisheries  
as a member of the affiliate faculty, got the attention of state and federal 
agencies with interests in Alaska, Washington, and Oregon, and began to 
offer student stipends for applied studies using molecular genetics. Fred and 

fred utter’s contribution  
to genetics, students,  
and safs

Photos: Fred: Jim Seeb; fish: bpperry/iStock/Thinkstock, Dec Hogan/iStock/Thinkstock, Max2611/iStock/Thinkstock

—written by Jim Seeb and Lisa Seeb
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above: Utter “lineage” at the 1999 Coastwide Meeting to discuss 
salmon genetics. Fred, top center; his students on the stairs and 
slide and standing below. His students’ students kneeling in front. 
Fred and his students organized the first Coastwide Meeting in the 
1980s; they’ve been held nearly biannually since, and more than 
100 salmonid geneticists attended the 2018 meeting in Mukilteo, 
Washington.

his students authored landmark papers, pioneering the use of 
genetic data to study hybridization, genetic marking, parentage, 
population structure, and other applications for these agencies. 
Notably, Fred was the first person to author a paper on the use of 
genetics as a criterion for defining “species” of anadromous fish 
for the US Endangered Species Act in 1981.

Fred gained a well-deserved reputation for nurturing and team  
building (students referred to him as Mother Utter). Five of the 
recent SAFS stories (by Stan Allen, Fred Allendorf, Andrew  
Hendry, Bernie May, and Jeff Olsen) describe how Fred influenced 
the careers of graduate students.

Students in the Utter Lab would band together to work on each 
other's projects that might require travel to distant hatcheries to  
secure gametes and tissues, genotyping parents through the night,  
and then producing family matings in the morning to study unusual  
inheritance patterns or linkage and recombination. Fred organized 
carpool trips so students could attend and give papers at meetings  
outside Seattle. He scaled travel up by renting motor homes to 
take larger groups of students to meetings or simply visit other 
laboratories at universities in California, Oregon, and Montana. 

Fred’s landmark 1974 paper concluded that population genetic 
data of fish would vary across geographic ranges and would be 
applicable to a wide range of fisheries research, including mixed 
stock analyses, hatchery/wild issues, hybridization issues, studying 
gene duplications and genetic linkages, and forensic applications. 
The depth of data and understanding have evolved considerably  
in 45 years, but the fisheries applications envisioned by Fred 
and colleagues are still the foundation for much of the ongoing 
research.   n

Fred hosted graduate student
research at the NOAA Montlake
lab in the 1970s and 1980s.
Many of these early students
transitioned to leadership roles
in federal and state agencies and
some started their own labs as
university faculty.

After his retirement from NOAA
in 1988, Fred remained active
at SAFS, editing Transactions of
the American Fisheries Society,
mentoring students, and
editing manuscripts, until his
“true” retirement in 2017.
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1976.
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How I Got Here
Probably through perseverance, though happenstance 
was also involved. In the summer of 1966, following  
my freshman year in what was then the College of 
Fisheries, I was transformed into a wet-behind-the-ears 
junior biologist for the Fisheries Research Institute (FRI), 
tagging salmon in the middle of the Aleutian Islands. 
That was a wild but unforgettable immersion into  
North Pacific salmon biology! 

The following summer, I participated in FRI research 
in the middle of Seattle, on Elliott Bay and the Duwamish  
River estuary, with a host of graduate students and 
staff under Bud Burgner and Ernie Salo. So, after the 
previous summer in the Aleutian “Cradle of the Storms,” 
I found myself tow-netting juvenile salmon and tagging 
adults amidst the sewer, slaughterhouse, and industrial  
outfalls of the Duwamish. Ironically, the following  
summer (1968), I was back in the Aleutians again. Those 
early disparate experiences inspired much of my early 
career path: the Aleutians, juvenile salmon, nearshore 
marine fish, and estuarine ecosystems.

It was instrumental mentors and supervisors like 
Ernie Salo, Bud Burgner, Bob Francis, Marsha Landolt, 
and Bruce Miller who provided the encouragement and 
opportunity to shift toward the research faculty track. 
As a result, from that initial technician experience to 
ultimately pursuing science initiatives as a faculty  
member, I have been fortunate to discover and  
formulate unique research questions in some of the 
more incredible situations and ecosystems. 

As often happens in science, many of us ended up 
pursuing a serendipitous ecological discovery, that of 
the sea otter as a keystone species structuring near-
shore communities and their foodwebs. Interwoven 
with and following that, I pursued the ecology of  
juvenile salmon and other nearshore fish throughout 
much of Puget Sound and Washington coastal estuaries 
and interdisciplinary studies in the Columbia River  
estuary. Although most of this work involved basic  
ecology, in latter decades, I transitioned to applied  
restoration ecology of tidal wetland ecosystems,  
including comprehensive restoration planning. This 
ended up involving more than a decade of work 
dedicated to the Puget Sound Nearshore Ecosystem 
Restoration Project.

Highlights 
Being on the University of Washington campus for 
53 years has been a highlight in and of itself; having 
the College/School of Fisheries/SAFS as the venue has 
been unique. Rewarding relationships with research 
colleagues stand out. Jeff Cordell, one of the original 
Wetland Ecosystem Team members, and I have collabo-
rated for over 40 years! One of the more unanticipated 
highlights was my transition to research faculty in 2001. 
Perhaps the most rewarding experience for me has 
been mentoring graduate students. I consider it the 
ultimate honor to have helped foster the development 
of young SAFS scientists, the majority of whom have 
emerged as the engines of positive change in many 
aspects of basic and applied tidal wetland ecology. 

I’ve always favored an interdisciplinary team  
approach to science, whether it has involved studying 
juvenile chum salmon foraging in Hood Canal, probing 
the contrasting stable state nearshore communities  
of the Aleutian Islands, dissecting physical–biological 
linkages of turbidity maxima in the Columbia River 
estuary, reconstructing restoration trajectories of tidal 
wetlands in the Salmon River estuary (coastal Oregon), 
San Francisco Bay, and the Sacramento/San Joaquin 
Rivers delta, or revealing the dependence of sub- 

CHARLES “SI” SIMENSTAD—SAFS “Lifer”*

6 Si at the helm of an outboard research boat.6

* Read tributes to Si from his students and  
colleagues at fish.uw.edu/wp-content/uploads/
sites/4/2018/08/Si-Simenstad-Tributes.pdf
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yearling Chinook salmon on tidal wetland food webs  
in the Columbia River estuary. Perhaps starting with  
the Aleutian studies, I learned the most and enjoyed 
science the most when in special collaboration with 
inquisitive, but diversely informed scientists, especially 
when graduate students are on the team.

I’ve been extremely fortunate that SAFS enabled  
these career and personal developments. Looking 
across the full span of my more than 50 years at SAFS, 
I’ve seen an institution that has emerged to be more 
progressive, more diverse, more scientific, more inter-
disciplinary, and more relevant than ever before. The 
respect for SAFS faculty, students, and science that I 
have encountered in my interactions with colleagues  
on the national and international scene certainly  
supports that.

What Comes Next
No dramatic change is imminent. However, I expect 
the next stage will evolve toward a balance between 

continued intellectual stimulation at SAFS, especially 
finishing commitments to graduate students, and 
“pay back” contributions, such as continuing to serve 
as Co-Editor-in-Chief of the journal Estuaries & Coasts 
and participation on local and federal advisory com-
mittees. As every retiree/emeritus says, I also hope to 
finally have time to wrap up/write up a few lingering 
manuscripts that became relegated to the back shelf. 
But, I will certainly start taking increased opportunity 
to reinvigorate sidelined pastimes, such as cooking, 
tending the New Dungeness Light Station, and being a 
fanatic fan for Husky volleyball. Finally, I see the chance 
for extended travel that isn’t a forced extension of a 
scientific conference!

above: Si’s team conducting research (with NOAA) 
on juvenile salmon ecology in tidal wetlands of the 
Columbia River estuary.
right: Si with his research team during a study “blitz” 
in San Francisco Bay marshes.

—continued on page 8

Photos: Courtesy of Si Simenstad and SAFS Archives
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What You Don’t Know About Me
One always imagines his life is transparent, so it’s  
difficult to envision whether any aspects are not. Most 
friends and colleagues know that I have an abiding 
interest in gardening, including bonsai and orchids,  
fine wine, art photography, international travel,  
restoring a 1972 Volvo, or that my love of traditional 
salmon mooching has been long neglected and only 
recently rekindled.

My ancestral roots in Seattle and Alaska, and  
possible imprint of that legacy on my career, might be 
less obvious. Looking south from SAFS, you can still 
see the neighborhood, and even the house, where my 

”Looking across the full span of my more than 

50 years at SAFS, I’ve seen an institution that 

has emerged to be more progressive, more 

diverse, more scientific, more interdisciplinary, 

and more relevant than ever before.”

—Si Simenstad

right: Si during GPS surveys of restoring tidal wetland 
vegetation and geomorphology in the Salmon River 
estuary, Oregon.
below: Underwater eelgrass at the Padilla Bay  
National Estuarine Research Reserve, northern Puget 
Sound.
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fraternal grandparents and family lived on north  
Capitol Hill beginning in the late 1890s. That grand- 
father was a mining engineer in the Valdez district—
Alaska—during summers (and some winters!) and a 
consulting engineer around Seattle during the winters. 
Family lore has it that he helped develop the conveyor 
system that moved the sediments from the 1928–1930 
Denny Regrade down to fill in part of Elliott Bay— 
perhaps that has always been in the back of my mind 
when pursuing nearshore restoration in the Sound!  
Reflecting on my father’s stories—of playing in and 
about raw sewage-polluted Portage Bay before the 
Lake Washington Ship Canal was cut and routinely 
catching large Chinook salmon out of the Seacrest 
Boathouse to feed the family or sell on the streetcar 
home during the Depression—always adds a historic 
twist to my perception of the accelerating changes to 
Seattle and the Puget Sound region.   n

Photos: Courtesy of Si Simenstad

—continued from page 7
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Aquatic Sciences—OPEN HOUSE

On Saturday, May 5, 2018, SAFS opened its 
doors to the public for an Aquatic Sciences Open 
House, the first event of its kind in recent memory.

By any measure, the event was a resounding  
success. During the three-hour open house, SAFS  
welcomed at least 369 guests, including K–12 students 
from 73 Puget Sound area schools. Hands-on and  
informational activities filled the halls, spanning three 
floors of the Fishery Sciences Building and the Fish  
Collection. 

“The open house exceeded our expectations,” said 
lead organizer Alex Lincoln (MS, Quinn), “not only in  
the number of attendees, but also in the level of  
enthusiasm brought by event participants and the 
amount of thought and effort that was put into  
producing quality hands-on activities.”

Indeed, enthusiastic participation by a broad swath 
of the local aquatic science community was a clear  
hallmark of the event. Twenty-four exhibits and  
activities were hosted by 13 SAFS labs, the UW School 
of Oceanography, UW College of the Environment, the 
UW Department of Earth and Space Sciences, NOAA 
Alaska Fisheries Science Center, WDFW, the Highline 
College Marine Science and Technology Center, and 
the UW Coastal Observation and Seabird Survey Team 
(COASST). 

—written by Sean Rohan (MS, Essington)

“One underestimated effect of such events is the 
group-building aspect,” commented open house  
presenter Professor Lorenz Hauser. “Being able to  
wander around and talk to other exhibitors is a great 
way to form a community. The event was not only  
useful for educating the public, but also for building 
community within SAFS.”

After the event, co-organizer Jenny Stern (MS, 
Laidre) noted, “The open house successfully showcased 
the quality of our research, but also the supportive and 
collaborative nature of the department and related 
organizations.”

Added Isadora Jimenez-Hidalgo (research staff, 
MERLab), “People were so proud and engaged talking 
to families—they were enjoying themselves by talking 
about their research.”

While the open house was a true community  
undertaking, it would not have been possible without 
dedicated effort by the planning team, led by Alex  
Lincoln, with support from Beth Philips (PhD, Horne), 
Jenny Stern, Beka Stiling (MS, Olden & Holtgrieve),  
Isadora Jimenez-Hidalgo, members of Students  
Explore Aquatic Sciences (SEAS), and the K–12 outreach  
program based in SAFS. Enthusiastic volunteer support 
was provided by undergraduate students affiliated with 
the College of the Environment.
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Megan Feddern

AWARDS & HONORS
Students
Degree track and faculty advisers in parenthesis

Martini Arostegui (PhD, Quinn) received the Inter- 
national Women’s Fishing Association Scholarship  
Trust Award.

Kyla Bivens (BS), Andrew Chin (BS), and Angel Sar (BS) 
were awarded Clarence H. Campbell Endowed Lauren 
Donaldson Scholarships.

Thomas Buehrens (PhD, Schindler) won the Steve 
Phelps Leadership in Science Award from the  
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Sarah Colosimo (BS, Wood) obtained a People’s  
Choice Award for her oral presentation, “Abundance 
and diversity of gastrointestinal helminth parasites in 
Pacific harbor seals (Phoca vitulina richardii) of south 
Puget Sound, WA,” from the Northwest Student  
Chapter of the Society for Marine Mammalogy.

Thiago Couto (PhD, Olden) won fellowships from the 
The Rufford Foundation and the National Geographic 
Society. 

Lukas DeFilippo (PhD, Schindler) and Silvana  
Gonzalez (PhD, Horne) netted Graduate Student  
Research Awards from the North Pacific Research 
Board.

Megan Feddern (MS, Holtgrieve) obtained the C. Jeff 
Cederholm Scholarship from the American Fisheries 
Society WA/BC Chapter.

Rachel Fricke (BS) and Sarah Colosimo (BS) were both 
awarded research scholarships from the Mary Gates 
Endowment for Students

Maya Garber-Yonts (BS), Dara Yiu (BS), Mary Fisher 
(MS, Hauser), Kristin Privitera-Johnson (MS, Punt), 
Michael Tillotson (PhD, Quinn), Elizabeth Philips 
(PhD, Horne) and Charles Waters (PhD, Naish) were 
given SAFS Faculty Merit Awards for 2018. This award 
recognizes outstanding efforts by students who have 
achieved high scholastic standing in the program. 

Alanna Greene (BS) received a Del Rio Endowed  
Environmental Studies Scholarship.

Mike Tillotson

Sarah Colosimo

Charlie Waters

Carter Johnson (BS) won the Best Oral Presentation for 
her presentation, “Fast kelp crab consumption: Implica-
tions for Washington sea otters,” from the Northwest 
Student Chapter of the Society of Marine Mammalogy.

Ashley Lewis (BS) became a Udall Scholar for her  
commitment to a career in the environment. This is the 
second time she has been awarded this scholarship.

Natalie Lowell (PhD, Hauser) was included in the Husky 
100, which recognizes 100 UW undergraduate and 
graduate students who are making the most of their 
time at the UW.

Christina Morrisett (MS, Skalski) obtained a National 
Science Foundation Climate Adaptation Science  
Fellowship.
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Photos: College of the Environment, Laurie Ginn, SAFS Archives,  
Hannah Colosimo
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Tim Essington
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ALUMNI Update
Update your record and sign up  
for the newsletter by email.

Our spring–summer issues are distributed online 
only (email, website), and the fall–winter issues 
continue to be published in print and online.

If you are still receiving printed newsletters, 
please consider switching to email/web. If you 
would like to do so or if you need to update  
your contact information (or both), go to the  
following UW Alumni Subscription Center  
and/or SAFS Alumni Update webpages (applies  
to alumni and friends):
•  Update your contact information 

www.washington.edu/alumni/services/
update-your-information

•  Change newsletter subscription format  
depts.washington.edu/safs/alumni/ 
update.php

Consider a GIFT
Celebrate 100 years of SAFS

Photos, l to r: Courtesy of Liz Allyn and Andrew Chin

Support the SAFS Centennial Boots in the 

Mud Fund to provide future students with 

immersive learning opportunities. 

uw.edu/giving/bootsinthemud

For questions, contact Daniel Webb: 

dcwebb@uw.edu  

206-221-4573
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Rebekah Stiling (MS, Olden/Holtgrieve), Lily McGill  
(MS, Holtgrieve), Jeremy Axworthy (MS, Padilla- 
Gamiño), Yaamini Venkataraman (MS, Roberts), 
and Amanda Warlick (PhD, Converse) all obtained 
National Science Foundation Graduate Research 
Fellowships.

Laura Spencer (MS, Roberts) obtained an  
Australia–Americas PhD Research Internship  
from the Australian Academy of Sciences and a 
National Science Foundation Graduate Research 
Opportunities Worldwide award.

Ethen Whattam (BS) was selected for a Boren  
Undergraduate Scholarship, which will allow him  
to study abroad in India. 

Staff
Karen Irwin and Katie Effert obtained College 
of the Environment Distinguished Staff Member 
Awards for their extraordinary service in helping  
to implement the Workday system. 

Isadora Jimenez-Hidalgo obtained the College  
of the Environment Outstanding Diversity  
Commitment Award for her efforts to create a  
new SAFS outreach program —Students Explore 
Aquatic Sciences (SEAS), connecting SEAS  
volunteers with diversity workshops and courses, 
and facilitating collaborations with programs  
such as Seattle MESA and The Pipeline Project.

Faculty
Carolyn Friedman was selected as the inaugural 
Friday Harbor Laboratories Faculty Fellow.

Daniel Schindler was elected to membership in  
the Washington State Academy of Sciences.

Chelsea Wood was selected as a 2018 Alfred P. 
Sloan Research Fellow in Ocean Sciences. She was 
also the College of the Environment Exceptional 
Mentoring of Undergrads awardee.
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From the Director
—continued from first page

the private sector. There are still some slots left, so if 
you have a story, please contact me.

In this issue of SAFS News, we focus on three faculty 
members: one appointed within the last few years 
(Gordon Holtgrieve), one with a long history at SAFS 
who recently retired (Charles “Si” Simenstad), and one 
long-term affiliate (Fred Utter).

Gordon is the most recently hired SAFS faculty 
member to focus on freshwater research. Read about 
his work and the latest developments in freshwater 
research at SAFS and the College of the Environment 
(pages 2–3).

Si has been associated with the School since 1966, 
when he arrived as a freshman—53 years and counting! 
Learn about Si’s time at SAFS and his research projects 
on pages 6–8. Several of Si’s students and colleagues 
provided testimonials to accompany this article.  
However, because they are so numerous, they would 
have required an extra newsletter issue of their own,  
so we’ve posted them at fish.uw.edu/wp-content/ 
uploads/sites/4/2018/08/Si-Simenstad-Tributes.pdf. I 
urge you to check them out—they are a true testament 
to the impact Si has had on SAFS over the years.

While writing some of the SAFS e-newsletter stories 
for the centennial, I began to hear about Fred Utter 
(NOAA, and long-time SAFS affiliate faculty member and 
mentor for students) and his impact on the School, its 
students, and also on the field of fisheries genetics. As  
former “mentees” of Fred, SAFS Research Professors  
Jim Seeb and Lisa Seeb wrote an article (pages 4–5) that 
highlights aspects of Fred’s life, career, and his historic 
impact on fisheries genetics.

In this issue, we also report on a very successful 
event that took place at SAFS: Sean Rohan (MS,  
Essington) writes about the Aquatic Sciences Open 
House that SAFS hosted on May 5, 2018. The open 
house offered members of the public (adults and  
children) hands-on activities and poster presentations 
that helped present SAFS research projects and  
teaching activities, and the challenges of aquatic  
issues such as sustainable fisheries and ecosystems 
and climate change.

It may be summer, but as you can see the School 
never stops! Enjoy the rest of the summer and get 
ready for our 100th birthday!

—André Punt, Director


